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The quality, speed and accuracy of testing underpins your ability to develop the great software 
you need to conduct your business with confidence. As sensors, phones, tablets, and other 
smart devices increasingly impact operations and customer relationships, agile and highly-
automated testing is a must. Technology Development Group offers a complete portfolio of 
testing services for your enterprise. Our expertise includes market-specific testing solutions & 
distributed delivery … 

PERFORMANCE TESTING  

tTesting, Speed is the most 
important attributes of an 
application. 
 
tTesting protects your client to 
leave your app. It gives the 
most advanced level of load 
testing, stress testing, 
endurance testing, volume 
testing and scalability testing. 
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TEST AUTOMATION  

tTesting, provides functional 
& regression test automation 
for every major software app 
and environment, including 
Web 2.0 toolkits, leading dev. 
technology, Web, REST, and 
SOA service, ERP, and CRM 
systems.  

TEST DATA MANAGEMENT 

tTesting, helps to automate the 
identification of sensitive data 
locations for consistent masking 
within and across databases. 
tTesting, helps to provision 
smaller datasets based on test 
plan requirements. And it 
minimizes the infrastructure 
requirements and speed 
performance. 

tTesting 

SECURITY TESTING 

tTesting, analyzes how code is 
written and how it interacts 
with other objects in an 
environment to identify 
weaknesses or flaws that 
would allow an attacker to gain 
unauthorized access to 
systems, databases, or account 
privileges they should not 
have.  
Penetration test, vulnerability 
assessment, code review are 
some features of tTesting. 

FUNCTIONAL / UNIT TESTING 

tTesting, focuses on the 
various internal systems of the 
applications. He ensures that 
the parts of the application will 
work correctly and safely, that 
is, meet the building code.  

Also, tTesting focuses on what 
it will be like to live in this 
application. How the system 
looks, is it comfortable size, 
does the application fit the 
needs etc. 

TEST ADVISORY  

tTesting, through digital 
transformation we strive to 
create the firm of tomorrow. 
And tTesting use the TMMI 
(Test Maturity Model 
Integration) based assessment 
and assess current test 
organization and map it to the 
model. tTesting experts help 
you by identifying gaps and 
improvement areas. The 
roadmap is defined for 
prioritized items to be 
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